
Temperature Quantities: A Dilemma

Intro
This white paper explores temperature quantities for use in the Measurement Information Infrastructure (MII), or indeed in
any existing measurement-related data. The MII project seeks to develop an unambiguous data structure and taxonomy for
encoding measurement information for direct communication between machines. Establishing a stable taxonomy that works
now and in the future without breaking applications remains a critical MII goal. Adherence to established national and
international norms and strict avoidance of contradictions to metrological and scientific principles while enabling familiar
human interfaces will facilitate an MII's adoption.

ISO 80000-5 [1] defines two separate temperature quantities: the SI base quantity, "thermodynamic temperature", T, and a
temperature interval, "Celsius temperature", t T( ) T To , where To 273.15K . The document also specifies the SI unit

kelvin, symbol K, for use with T, and acknowledges but deprecates the degree Rankine, symbol °R
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K , for like use. For

use with t, the ISO document specifies either the degree Celsius, symbol °C, or the kelvin, with °C K . ISO 80000-5 also
recognizes but deprecates another quantity, "Fahrenheit temperature",

tF
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 t 32 °F
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K
 T 459.67 °F ,

and the unit degree Fahrenheit, °F, with 1°F 1 °R . These definitions contradict understandings among the general
populace, and in fact among most metrologists.

Quantity Value Problems
So, should the MII use a single temperature quantity, take the ISO approach, or what? Consider the VIM paragraph 1.19 [2]
definition "quantity value": a number and reference expressing a quantity's magnitude. When a measurement unit provides
the reference [2, NOTE 1], the quantity value equals a mathematical product of a number and a measurement unit. Note that
the quantity value concept has no provision for an "adder" or offset; it allows strict multiplication only. Consider the following
commonly understood temperature equalities (check them with your favorite "units converter"):

100 °C 173.15 K 0 °C 273.15 K 100 °C 373.15 K (1)

Knowing that quantity values represent mathematical products, we see immediately that the above equalities do not hold by
solving each for °C and getting, respectively,

°C 1.7315 K , °C ∞ K , °C 3.7315 K ,

the middle one meaningless and all inconsistent with the definition °C 1 K . No measurement unit meeting the VIM
definition will convert all three quantity values correctly. What has gone amiss?

Answer: We have inappropriately equated two distinct quantities: thermodynamic and Celsius temperatures. We may correct
the problem in two different ways. If we mean the temperature interval from water's freezing point To, then the correct

equations relating the quantity values expressed in different units,

100 °C 100 K 0 °C 0 K 100 °C 100 K ,

all yield the consistent expected result, °C 1 K , because all the quantity values represent the same quantity (Celsius
temperature). All three express a difference in temperature from the defined reference point.

However, by Eqs. (1) we probably meant that our thermometer indicates 273.15 K  in the "same temperature" in which it
indicates 0 °C , e.g., in an ice bath. Well, not really the same thing. In one case, the thermometer design indicates Celsius
temperature (difference from the ice point) and in the other thermodynamic (absolute) temperature. So a correct statement
would not claim equality as in (1) but instead something like "The Celsius temperature t 100 °C  corresponds to the
thermodynamic temperature T 173.15 K ." according to the quantity equation t T To .

Informally calling both quantities "temperature" leads to the confusion and misunderstanding. We may perhaps see this more
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clearly with thermocouples for which a voltage V, via the appropriate quantity equation for the thermocouple type,
corresponds to some temperature interval from the cold-junction reference. We would never call temperature and voltage the
same quantity. We derive a temperature quantity from voltage; we do not convert voltage units to temperature units,
an important distinction. Similarly, we should understand that we derive one temperature quantity from another rather
than "convert units" between the different quantities.

Quantity Equation Problems
Refer to the VIM paragraph 1.22 definition "quantity equation", essentially a "mathematical relation independent of
measurement units". In other words, the equation expresses the relation between the quantities involved and holds true
regardless of which units we express the quantities in. Therefore, if the equation does not hold, either it does not represent a
quantity equation or we have applied it to one or more quantities that differ from the intended quantities.

As an example, let us apply the ideal gas law to calculate a closed system's final pressure Pf  from the starting pressure Ps

and thermodynamic temperature Ts after we heat or cool the gas to some final thermodynamic temperature Tf  with no

volume change. The ideal gas law has the quantity equation P V n R T . Knowing that n R  remains constant in the closed
system, we set

Pf V

Tf

Ps V

Ts

 n R ,

eliminate the common volume and find a new quantity equation,

Pf Ps Ts Tf  Ps

Tf

Ts

 .

In other words, a temperature ratio scales the starting pressure to the final pressure. So for (example) Tf 400 K  and 

Ts 200 K , Pf 2 Ps . We know that ratios of values expressed in different units of the same quantity present no problem.

For example,
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However, forcing °C as a valid unit of thermodynamic temperature we nonsensically get results like

126.85 °C

73.15 °C
1.734

400 K

73.15 °C
5.468

K

°C


126.85 °C

200 K
0.634

°C

K
 .

All the above results will equal 2 if we redefine °C's value for each case but that would not meet the VIM measurement unit
definition [2]. We know we have a valid quantity equation (the ideal gas law works accurately enough for a great many
applications), so we concede that thermodynamic temperature and Celsius temperature represent different quantities. To use
the ideal gas equation itself we may not plug in power, radiance, length or any other quantity in this ratio except
thermodynamic temperatures. So, if we have Celsius temperatures, we compute the correct quantity values using a second
quantity equation T t( ) t To  and find as expected

T 126.85 °C( )

T 73.15 °C( )
2

400 K

T 73.15 °C( )
2

T 126.85 °C( )

200 K
2 ,

no differently than if we computed the thermodynamic temperatures from some other quantities such as black body
radiance, pressures, ionization current or whatever,

Uncertainty Problems
Regarding uncertainty, valid measurement units and compatible quantities pose no problem. Take the length uncertainty 

ul 10
4
in . We may easily express it as, say ul 2.54 μm , because both units actually have the quantity length. Try that

simple approach with a temperature uncertainty, say u 1K , and express it in degrees Celsius. We get the wrong (and
ridiculous) answer, u 272.15 °C , if we blindly use the commonly understood "units conversion".

We should first clarify the quantity, say Celsius temperature, then verify that Kelvin and degrees Celsius both may represent
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the quantity Celsius temperature, and then use the defined equality °C 1 K  to arrive correctly at u 1°C . If we instead
have the quantity thermodynamic temperature, we then find that degrees Celsius does not represent that quantity and we do
not attempt to express it that way just as we would not express a voltage in kilograms. If actually we want the corresponding
Celsius temperature's uncertainty, we apply uncertainty propagation principles (as we would for a corresponding
thermocouple voltage or SPRT resistance) to the appropriate quantity equation, in this case t T To , (left as an exercise

for the reader) and correctly find ut 1°C .

For Further Reading
Other VIM definitions [2] (e.g., "measurement unit", "quantity") agree and other authoritative documents lead to the same
conclusion. The SI Brochure [3], for example, defines the same temperature quantities and units as ISO 80000-5, with 
°C K .

Conclusion
Bottom line: We have found that °C does not meet the VIM measurement unit definition unless used with a quantity
separate from the SI base quantity thermodynamic temperature. ISO 80000-5 and the SI itself define this separate quantity
as Celsius temperature. The same logic would apply to °F and Fahrenheit temperature for non-SI usage. None of this should
come as news except that few of us lived or paid attention when the 13th CGPM settled the issue in 1967-1968.

Obviously, software may ignore or conceal technicalities, implement workarounds and present data differently than stored to
reconcile contradictions. For example, the MII might have a special flag for those temperature variables in quantity equations
that require MII-aware software to force a "unit conversion" to an "absolute unit" before using the equation. Simpler, however,
just to set the variable's quantity code to thermodynamic temperature. (Every variable will have an associated quantity code
regardless.) Then MII software would just reuse the same quantity equation substitutions it will use for many other purposes
and eliminate the special processing.

In any case, designing a system with inherent contradictions undermines the MII unambiguity principle. The MII seeks to fill
in the gaps in metrology documents for unambiguous communication. Currently, humans fill in those gaps via interpretation
based on experience and knowledge that traditional software does not have, but interpreting gaps inevitably leads to traps. In
the current case, metrologists bridge the temperature quantity gaps by interpreting well-known quantity equations as "unit
conversions". The MII should not embrace this misconception internally, but instead let MII-aware software developers to
present the data in user interfaces as their customers may prefer.
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